TAKE THE TWO-CHANGE
CHALLENGE.

PUT YOUR CURRENT HEAVY-DUTY ENGINE OIL TO THE TEST—COST AND RISK FREE.
SELECT ANY OF THESE TOP GRADES FOR THE HEAD-TO-HEAD COMPARISON.

Older engine oils may not be broken, but that doesn’t mean they can’t be beaten. Not only beaten in engine bench tests, but beaten
in on-road tests—in your own rigs using your own used oil analysis data as benchmarks. Kendall full synthetic and synthetic blend
heavy-duty diesel engine oils are up for the challenge of proving that they can provide greater fuel efficiency and engine protection
for your fleet. Are you?

WHAT YOU GET FROM US.
Free of charge, Kendall Motor Oil will provide:
•U
 p to 55 gallons of Kendall full synthetic or synthetic blend heavy-duty diesel engine oil
in your preferred viscosity grade to meet the OEM specification for your engines.
•D
 elivery of the oil to your designated maintenance facility.
•C
 oordination of oil analysis with an independent lab or with your current lab.
•O
 versight of oil drains and changes with your technicians.

HERE’S HOW IT WORKS IN THREE EASY STEPS.
Onset of test

Drain one

Drain two

•D
 rain original oil
•T
 ake used oil sample
•R
 efill with Kendall full synthetic
or synthetic blend heavy-duty
diesel engine oil

•D
 rain oil
•T
 ake Kendall used oil sample #1
•R
 efill with Kendall full synthetic
or synthetic blend heavy-duty
diesel engine oil

•D
 rain oil
•T
 ake Kendall used oil sample #2
•R
 efill with Kendall full synthetic
or synthetic blend heavy-duty
diesel engine oil

WHAT WE NEED FROM YOU.
All we need are two rigs from your on-road fleet, two oil changes each (set at your standard drain interval) and access to the
previous three used oil analysis reports on those rigs.
As a final step, we will meet with you and your team to summarize all findings, including benchmark comparisons with your past
used oil analysis. Expect this meeting within a week of the final drain and completion of the final oil analysis report. Up for the
challenge? We are.
For more details on how to sign up for The Two-Change Challenge talk with your Glockner Oil rep.
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WHY TOTAL BASE
NUMBER IS NO
LONGER A GOOD
INDICATOR OF
OIL LIFE.
AS ENGINES CHANGE, EVERYTHING CHANGES.
While Total Base Number (TBN) has historically been a key measurement of remaining oil life in heavy-duty engine oils, it is no
longer going to be flagged as an indicator. Due to changes in engine design and the move to ultra-low-sulfur diesel (ULSD) fuels,
the amount and strength of acids produced in engines has decreased. Detroit Diesel has removed TBN from its key indicators
list in its latest service bulletin and other OEM’s have noted the disconnect between used oil TBN values and other indicators of
remaining service life.

COMMON TEST METHODS.
New oils are measured with the ASTM D2896 test method.
This test uses a very strong acid to identify both “hard”
and “soft” TBN—which gives total alkalinity reserve of the
sample. The results from this test can be found on most
technical data sheets.
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Used oils are measured with the ASTM D4739 test method.
This test uses a weaker acid that only identifies alkalinity
from metallic elements such as calcium, magnesium and zinc.
We test these specific metals because they’re often working
twice as hard in engine oil. Calcium provides detergency and
acid neutralization while zinc contributes to anti-oxidation.
Because this test does not identify newer ashless (non-metallic)
additives, reported values will be lower than the new oils test
(ASTM D2896).

The increasing delta between the new and used oil test values indicates the growing
disconnect between the tests and the decreasing relevance of the used oil test.

WHY TBN IS NO LONGER A RELEVANT MEASURE OF OIL LIFE.
• Engine designs have changed.
• Diesel fuel has changed (ULSD).
• Newer engines produce fewer and weaker acids.
• Oil chemistry has improved (new ashless additives provide excellent protection but are not picked up by the ASTM D4739 test).
• TBN testing has changed.

WHAT IS TESTED INSTEAD OF TBN?
Oxidation/nitration, viscosity and wear metals will be reviewed to analyze the longevity of engine oil.
When looking at oxidation and nitration, values above 25 units merit increased attention with condemning limit between 35-40.
This measure should be tracked with the viscosity and wear metals trends to determine when oxidation is about to accelerate.
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